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[1] The impact of the surface wave ﬁeld (sea state) on the wind stress over the ocean is
investigated with fetch-dependent seas under uniform wind and with complex seas under
idealized tropical cyclone winds. Two different approaches are employed to calculate the
wind stress and the mean wind proﬁle. The near-peak frequency range of the surface wave
ﬁeld is simulated using the WAVEWATCH III model. The high-frequency part of the
surface wave ﬁeld is empirically determined using a range of different tail levels. The
results suggest that the drag coefﬁcient magnitude is very sensitive to the spectral tail level
but is not as sensitive to the drag coefﬁcient calculation methods. The drag coefﬁcients at
40 m/s vary from 131023 to 431023 depending on the saturation level. The misalignment
angle between the wind stress vector and the wind vector is sensitive to the stress
calculation method used. In particular, if the cross-wind swell is allowed to contribute to the
wind stress, it tends to increase the misalignment angle. Our results predict enhanced sea
state dependence of the drag coefﬁcient for a fast moving tropical cyclone than for a slow
moving storm or for simple fetch-dependent seas. This may be attributed to swell that is
signiﬁcantly misaligned with local wind.
Citation: Reichl, B. G., T. Hara, and I. Ginis (2014), Sea state dependence of the wind stress over the ocean under hurricane winds,
J. Geophys. Res. Oceans, 119, 30–51, doi :10.1002/2013JC009289.
1. Introduction
[2] The wind stress (or the drag coefﬁcient) at the ocean
surface is one of the most important parameters needed for
ocean, atmosphere, and surface wave models. In particular,
accurate predictions of tropical storm (hurricane) track and
intensity require detailed knowledge of the spatial and tem-
poral development of the wind stress that is strongly modi-
ﬁed by complex surface wave ﬁelds (sea states).
[3] Many previous studies have investigated how the
wind stress is modiﬁed by different sea states. They all start
with the momentum conservation constraint that the wind
stress is equal to the sum of the momentum ﬂux into surfa-
ces waves (form drag of surface waves) and the momentum
ﬂux directly into the subsurface currents (through viscous
stress). The momentum ﬂux into the waves is then
expressed as an integral of the wave variance spectrum
multiplied by the wave growth rate. Beyond this common
basic framework, however, the studies signiﬁcantly diverge
in a few key aspects. These aspects include the parameter-
ization of the high-frequency part (tail) of the wave var-
iance spectrum, calculation of the wave growth rate due to
wind, the feedback of the form drag due to waves on the
mean wind proﬁle, and wave breaking impacts.
[4] In order to estimate the sea state-dependent wind
stress, a wave variance spectrum must be speciﬁed ﬁrst.
Often the wave variance spectrum is deﬁned empirically.
For example, several studies [Makin and Kudryavtsev,
1999; Kudryavtsev and Makin, 2001; Makin and Kudryavt-
sev, 2002; Mueller and Veron, 2009] used a wave spectrum
based on the spectrum introduced by Elfouhaily et al.
[1997]. This spectrum is a combination of a low-frequency
model that is dependent on the wind speed and fetch, and a
high-frequency model that is dependent on the wind fric-
tion velocity. The studies of Kudryavtsev and Makin [2001]
and Makin and Kudryavtsev [2002] deﬁned the high-
frequency spectrum using the energy balance model pro-
posed by Kudryavtsev et al. [1999]. The study of Moon
et al. [2004b, hereinafter MGHBT] and Donelan et al.
[2012, hereinafter DCCM] considered more complex sea
states, including those under tropical cyclone winds, by
explicitly simulating the wave variance spectrum. MGHBT
modeled the wave variance spectrum using the WAVE-
WATCH III [Tolman, 2009] (hereinafter WW3) ocean
wave model, while DCCM modeled the wave spectrum
using the University of Miami wave model (UMWM). It is
well known that the high-frequency part (tail) of the spec-
trum has a signiﬁcant impact on the air-sea momentum
ﬂux. While the tail is included in the empirical parameter-
ization of Elfouhaily et al. [1997], numerical wind-wave
models typically resolve the spectrum to a certain fre-
quency (not far from the spectral peak) and require empiri-
cal tail parameterizations to extend the spectrum to high
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frequencies. The study of MGHBT used the resolved spec-
trum up to 33fpi (fpi is the peak input frequency, which is
the peak frequency of the wind sea portion of the wave
spectrum and is one of the standard outputs of the wave
model) and then applied the equilibrium tail model devel-
oped by Hara and Belcher [2002]. DCCM resolved the
spectrum to 2 Hz and extended the spectrum using an
empirical relationship between the spectral slope of the tail
and the wind speed.
[5] Once the spectrum is speciﬁed, the next step is to cal-
culate the form drag using the wave growth rate. Previous
studies parameterized the wave growth rate either using the
wind speed [Snyder et al., 1981; Donelan et al., 2006; Tsa-
gareli et al., 2010; DCCM] or the wind stress [after Plant,
1982]. The parameterizations with the wind stress are fur-
ther divided into those using the total wind stress [Janssen,
1991], and those using the reduced stress, which accounts
for the reduction of the wind forcing in the presence of
larger-scale waves [e.g., Makin and Mastenbroek, 1996;
Makin and Kudryavtsev, 1999; Hara and Belcher, 2004;
Mueller and Veron, 2009; Banner and Morison, 2010;
MGBHT]. One early study also considered a hybrid growth
rate that is a function of both the full wind stress and wind
speed [Makin et al., 1995]. Another unresolved aspect of
the growth rate is the impact of swell that may or may not
be aligned with the local wind. Observational evidences
show that the wind stress may be modulated by the pres-
ence of swell [e.g., Donelan et al., 1997; Drennan et al.,
1999; Grachev et al., 2003; Garcıa-Nava et al., 2009,
2012]. DCCM explicitly included the impact of swell on
the form drag calculation by considering different growth
rates for waves that are faster than or opposite to the wind.
MGHBT neglected the impact of swell on the growth rate.
[6] The ﬁnal step of the drag coefﬁcient calculation is to
model the feedback of the form drag of waves on the mean
wind proﬁle. This step is needed to establish a relationship
between the wind stress and the wind speed (normally at 10
m height). The neutral wind proﬁle in some studies is sim-
ply approximated using log-layer vertical wind proﬁles
[e.g., Kudryavtsev and Makin, 2001; Mueller and Veron,
2009; DCCM]. In this case, the wind proﬁle is dependent
only on the surface roughness parameter, z0, that is, the
feedback appears only in the parameterization of the sea
state-dependent z0. Other studies account for the feedback
of the modiﬁed turbulent stress (due to form drag) on the
mean wind shear in the wave boundary layer using various
turbulence closure methods [e.g., Makin and Mastenbroek,
1996; Makin and Kudryavtsev, 1999; Hara and Belcher,
2004; MGHBT]. Some studies [Hara and Belcher, 2004;
MGHBT] explicitly ensure that energy remains conserved
in the wave boundary layer.
[7] When surface waves break, the airﬂow may separate
at the wave crest and apply increased form drag on the
waves. While earlier studies did not explicitly account for
the impact of breaking waves on the form drag [e.g., Makin
and Kudryavtsev, 1999; MGHBT], many recent studies
separated the form drag of breaking waves from the form
drag of nonbreaking waves [Kudryavtsev and Makin, 2001;
Kudryavtsev et al., 2001; Makin and Kudryavtsev, 2002;
Kukulka and Hara, 2008a, 2008b; Mueller and Veron,
2009; Banner and Morison, 2010]. The inclusion of an
explicit breaking-wave component into a wind stress model
introduces additional complexities and uncertainties into
the wind stress model. First, the presence of breaking
waves is often represented by a breaking-wave distribution.
This distribution is not well known and often parameterized
from the spectrum and the growth rate [Kudryavtsev and
Makin, 2001; Makin and Kudryavtsev, 2002; Mueller and
Veron, 2009]. Second, the momentum exchange between
breaking waves and the wind must be modeled. This is
often simpliﬁed by assuming that the shape of the wave can
be approximated as a backward facing step where the air-
ﬂow separates [Kudryavtsev and Makin, 2001; Makin and
Kudryavtsev, 2002; Kukulka and Hara, 2008a, 2008b;
Mueller and Veron, 2009]. Third, the feedback of the
breaking and nonbreaking form drag on the mean wind pro-
ﬁle needs to be included.
[8] Kukulka and Hara [2008a, 2008b] included the
breaking-wave effect on the drag coefﬁcient over a wide
range of sea states from laboratory conditions to open
ocean conditions. They allowed large uncertainties in the
breaking distribution, the form drag of breaking waves, as
well as the wave spectrum at high frequencies (tail) that is
limited by wave breaking. They found that in open ocean
conditions the most signiﬁcant breaking-wave impact on
the drag coefﬁcient appears in reducing the level of the
spectral tail rather than in enhancing the form drag due to
ﬂow separation. This is because the occurrence of
dominant-scale breaking waves is relatively rare in the
open ocean. (In contrast, the dominant-scale breakers deter-
mine the drag coefﬁcient in laboratories, since almost all
dominant waves break.) An alternative (simpler) approach
to implicitly including the breaking-wave effect is to deﬁne
the average growth rate of all waves (including nonbreak-
ing and breaking waves). In fact, the study of DCCM tuned
their growth rate to observations that included both break-
ing and nonbreaking conditions.
[9] In summary, the impact of different sea states on the
wind stress is still an unresolved question, particularly with
complex wave ﬁelds such as those under tropical cyclone
winds. The main objective of this study is to investigate the
effect of different sea states on the wind stress with the
help of numerical experiments. We will conduct two types
of experiments. The ﬁrst type will be fetch-dependent sim-
ulations under constant uniform winds. The second type
will use idealized tropical cyclone wind ﬁelds to force sim-
ulations of the waves. We will evaluate two distinct
approaches of estimating the momentum ﬂux, one proposed
by DCCM and the other based on MGHBT, using identical
wave spectra. We seek to determine to what degree the esti-
mations of the wind stress depend on different assumptions
regarding the two key aspects : wave growth rate and feed-
back on the wind proﬁle. Furthermore, we will investigate
the impact of the different spectral tail parameterizations
and examine misalignment between the wind stress vector
and the wind speed vector in hurricane conditions.
2. Methods
2.1. Wave Spectrum Simulations
[10] In order to investigate the sea state-dependent wind
stress, we ﬁrst specify the wave spectrum. In this study, all
wave spectra are simulated using the wind-wave model,
WW3. WW3 is a third-generation model maintained by the
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National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration
(NOAA) through the National Center for Environmental
Prediction’s (NCEP) Environmental Modeling Center
(EMC). The latest operational model version, 3.14, is used
in the simulations. The model accepts the 10 m wind speed
(in time and in space) as an input, and calculates the wind
stress using its own drag coefﬁcient parameterization. It
then calculates the wind forcing using its own wave growth
rate parameterization. In principle, this WW3 growth rate
should be consistent with the growth rate we use in our cal-
culation of the sea state-dependent momentum ﬂux, and the
WW3 drag coefﬁcient should be consistent with our own
estimates as well. However, the WW3 drag coefﬁcient and
the growth rate have been empirically adjusted (together
with the wave dissipation parameterization) to produce
wave spectra that are consistent with observations, mainly
in low to moderate wind conditions. It has been known that
the model tends to overestimate the signiﬁcant wave height
in tropical cyclone conditions. Recently, Fan et al. [2009]
have shown that the WW3 wave prediction signiﬁcantly
improves if the WW3 drag coefﬁcient is replaced by the
parameterization developed in Moon et al. [2004b, 2004a],
which yields a lower drag coefﬁcient at high wind speeds.
In their study, the WW3 results were directly compared to
Scanning Radar Altimeter (SRA) observations, and it was
shown that the model accurately reproduced large variabili-
ty of the signiﬁcant wave height under complex hurricane
wind conditions. We therefore employ the same drag coef-
ﬁcient as in Fan et al. [2009] for the wave simulations in
this study. However, the feedback of the sea state-
dependent drag coefﬁcient obtained in this study on surface
wave simulations is not pursued here. For a complete
description of WW3 including the governing equations see
Tolman [2009].
[11] WW3 explicitly simulates waves up to 33 the peak
input frequency. Internally the model attaches a spectral
tail that is highly sea state dependent. This parameterized
tail is largely a residual of the tuning process and has not
been thoroughly validated against observations (H. Tol-
man, personal communication, 2012). The dependences of
the spectral tail level on the wind speed and the wave age
(cp=u?, where cp is the phase speed at the spectral peak and
u? is the wind friction velocity) are still poorly understood,
because very few direct observations exist. Since the stress
calculation is very sensitive to the tail level, we need to
parameterize the tail level and investigate its impact on the
drag coefﬁcient calculation.
[12] There are few observation of the spectral level of
the tail in the ﬁeld. Observations by Romero and Melville
[2010] in the Gulf of Tehuantepec showed that the direc-
tionally integrated saturation spectrum (BðkÞ5WðkÞ3k4,
where WðkÞ5 Ð p2pWðk; hÞdh, and the directional wave
number spectrum Wðk; hÞ is deﬁned such that the mean
square surface displacement is equal to
Ð p
2p
Ð1
0
Wðk; hÞkdkdh) in the tail is roughly independent of k and
falls between 631023 and 1031023 for wind speeds
between 11 and 20 m/s and wave ages between 17 and 32.
Their results were roughly consistent with previous ﬁnd-
ings over similar wave numbers [Forristall, 1981; Banner
et al., 1989]. They did not ﬁnd a signiﬁcant wave age
dependence of the tail level within the range of their obser-
vations. Note that their data were collected under a gap
ﬂow and the resulting wave ﬁeld may be different from typ-
ical ocean conditions. In higher wind conditions, there are
no reliable observations of the tail levels.
[13] Since our knowledge of the spectral tail is very lim-
ited, particularly at high wind conditions, we will test a
wide range of B values and investigate its impact on the
drag coefﬁcient. Since there is no consensus regarding the
dependence of the tail on the wind speed or wave age, we
set the saturation spectrum B in the tail as constant in k and
with no systematic variation with the wave age or wind
speed in each experiment. We will simulate the peak region
of the wave spectrum using WW3, and smoothly transition
the result to the parameterized tail at high frequencies. Spe-
ciﬁcally, the WW3 spectrum is used up to 1.25 3 the peak
input frequency. From 1.25 3 to 3 3 the peak input fre-
quency the spectrum is linearly varied from the explicit
model calculation to the predetermined B value. The
spreading function is also changed from the explicit calcu-
lation result to simple cosine squared dependence around
the direction of the near-surface wind vector.
[14] In our preliminary analysis, it became apparent that
any single B value for the tail does not reproduce the value of
the drag coefﬁcient given by the COARE 3.5 air-sea ﬂux
parameterizations at its full range of wind speeds [Edson et al.,
2013], suggesting that the tail level systematically increases
with wind speed between 0 and 20 m/s. The COARE 3.5 is a
recent and comprehensive drag coefﬁcient parameterization
and is therefore chosen as a benchmark to compare our results
to. (We also include comparisons to the classic Large and
Pond [1981] drag coefﬁcient parameterization for reference.)
We therefore vary the B values over a sufﬁciently large range
such that our models can reproduce the observed drag coefﬁ-
cient in all wind speeds up to 20 m/s. Speciﬁcally, we will test
three different values; the low B value (B5231023) yields
better agreement with the drag coefﬁcient of the COARE 3.5
algorithm at 5 m/s, the medium B value (B5631023) shows
better agreement with the COARE 3.5 at 10 m/s, and the high
B value (B51231023) shows a better agreement at 20 m/s.
This range of B values encompasses the variability reported in
the observations [Forristall, 1981; Banner et al., 1989;
Romero and Melville, 2010]. It is certainly possible that Bmay
become either greater than 1231023 at higher wind speeds
and/or at very young seas or less than 231023 under lower
wind speeds. Nevertheless our choice of the three different B
values is sufﬁciently broad to systematically study the impact
of the tail on the drag coefﬁcient.
[15] Directionally integrated saturation spectra for two
wind speeds at a fetch of 100 km (the experimental set up
is presented in the next section) are shown to demonstrate
the transition from the WW3 spectrum to the three parame-
terized tail levels (Figure 1). Note that at high winds the
WW3 tail parameterization is higher than even the highest
of our three tail levels. The empirical spectrum of
Elfouhaily et al. [1997] is also shown in the ﬁgure for refer-
ence. While their spectrum is very high for the gravity-
capillary waves at high wind speeds, their saturation spec-
trum of the short gravity waves (k up to 50 rad/m or so) is
within the range of our investigation. In this study, we do
not account for the enhancement of B in the gravity-
capillary range and simply truncate the spectrum at a ﬁxed
wave number k5 400 rad/m for simplicity. The impact of
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the spectral enhancement in the gravity-capillary range and
a different cutoff wave number on our drag coefﬁcient cal-
culation is relatively small compared to the large variation
of the tail level examined.
[16] To conﬁrm that our choice of the B value range is
reasonable, it is useful to examine the resulting mean
square slope. In Figure 2, the calculated mean square slope
from our fetch-dependent wave spectra (WW3 spectra with
the three levels of the tail) at different wind speeds are
shown. It is clear from this exercise that the mean square
slope has a strong dependence on the tail level. To repro-
duce the mean square slope measured by Cox and Munk
[1954], it is clear that the B value would need to increase
from about 431023 at 5 m/s to nearly 1231023 at 15 m/s.
It is interesting that these B values are quite consistent with
the B values that yield drag coefﬁcients similar to the
COARE 3.5 algorithm. At higher wind speeds the mean
square slope given by a linear extrapolation of the Cox and
Munk [1954] is much higher than that calculated using our
highest tail. This suggests that we have either underesti-
mated the B value at high winds, or that the Cox and Munk
[1954] relationship does not apply well to higher winds.
Unfortunately, we cannot validate/invalidate our mean
square slope estimates at higher wind speeds because no
direct observations exist.
2.2. Calculation of the Air-Sea Momentum Flux, Mean
Wind Profile, and Drag Coefficient
[17] As discussed earlier, in this study, we apply two dif-
ferent approaches to estimate the momentum ﬂux and drag
coefﬁcient using identical wave spectra. The ﬁrst approach
is identical to that proposed by DCCM. The second
approach (denoted by RHG hereafter) is based on MGHBT
but has been modiﬁed to account for the effect of swell and
to allow different parameterized tail levels. In both
approaches the momentum ﬂux from the atmosphere to the
ocean is calculated from a momentum conservation con-
straint. To the leading order, the momentum ﬂux at the sur-
face is a sum of the viscous stress, sm, and the form stress,
sf .
s5sm1sf (1)
[18] The form stress at the surface includes the impact of
all waves and can be written:
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Figure 1. Directionally integrated saturation spectrum
with the peak of the wave ﬁeld simulated in WW3. The ﬁrst
dashed vertical line (left to right) represents the peak input
frequency, the second is 1.25 3 the peak input frequency,
and the third line is 33 the peak input frequency. The orig-
inal WW3 spectrum, Elfouhaily et al.’s [1997] empirical
spectrum, and the three tail level options tested during this
experiment are plotted. The fetch is 100 km and the wind
speed is (a) 10 m/s and (b) 40 m/s.
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Figure 2. Mean square slope with the three different tail level options. The empirical linear relationships
of Cox and Munk [1954] are plotted for reference up to wind speed 15 m/s (black), and are extrapolated to
55 m/s (gray). At each wind speed, the upper two data points are from the B5 0.012 tail, the middle two
data points are from the B5 0.006 tail, and the lower two data points are from the B5 0.002 tail.
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sf5qw
ðkmax
kmin
bgðk; hÞrWðk; hÞdhkdk (2)
where qw is the water density, k is the wave number, h is
the wave direction, r is the angular frequency, bgðk; hÞ is
the growth rate, Wðk; hÞ is the wave variance spectrum, and
kmin and kmax are the minimum and maximum wave num-
bers of contributing waves.
[19] In DCCM the growth rate is expressed as a function
of the wind speed.
bgðk; hÞ5A1r
uk=2cos ðh2hwÞ2c
 juk=2cosðh2hwÞ2cj
c2
qa
qw
(3)
A15
0:11; : uk=2cos h > c; for wind forced sea
0:01 : 0 < uk=2cos h < c; for swell faster than the wind
0:1 : cos h < 0; for swell opposing the wind
8><
>:
(4)
where A1 is the proportionality coefﬁcient determined
empirically (so that modeled wave spectra agree with ﬁeld
observations), uk=2 is the wind speed at the height of half
the wavelength (up to 20 m), hw is the wind direction, and c
is the wave phase speed. Note that the wind velocity should
be taken relative to the current velocity.
[20] The wind speed is calculated using the law of the
wall for rough surfaces
uðzÞ5 u?
j
ln
z
z0
 
(5)
where j is the von Karman coefﬁcient.
[21] The viscous stress is calculated from the law of the
wall for smooth surfaces. The viscous drag coefﬁcient, Cdm
is adjusted to account for sheltering:
Cd0m5
Cdm
3
11
2Cdm
Cdm1Cdf
 
(6)
where Cdf is the form drag coefﬁcient.
[22] The viscous stress can then be solved for as:
sm5qaCd
0
mjuzjuz (7)
[23] In RHG, the growth rate is calculated from the wind
stress as in MGHBT. In this theory, the total stress is given
as a function of height as:
s5stðzÞ1sf ðzÞ (8)
where st is the turbulent stress and is equal to the viscous
stress very near the surface. The form stress can be
expressed as
sf ðzÞ5qw
ðk5d=z
kmin
ðp
2p
bgðk; hÞrWðk; hÞdhkdk (9)
that is, the form stress at height z is equal to the integration
of the form stress at the surface for wave numbers below
k5d=z, where d=k is the inner layer height [Hara and
Belcher, 2004] for waves at a wave number k. This expres-
sion is derived by assuming that the wave-induced stress is
signiﬁcant from the surface up to the inner layer height, but
is negligible further above. Since at the surface
s5sm1sf ðz50Þ5sm1qw
ðkmax
kmin
ðp
2p
bgðk; hÞrWðk; hÞdhkdk (10)
the turbulent stress at a height z can be expressed as:
stðzÞ5sm1qw
ðkmax
k5d=z
ðp
2p
bgðk; hÞrWðk; hÞdhkdk (11)
[24] It is assumed that the turbulent stress at the inner
layer height z5d=k determines the growth rate of waves at
wave number k :
bgðk; hÞ5cbr
jstðz5d=kÞj
qwc2
cos 2ðh2hsÞ (12)
where hs is the direction of the turbulent stress at the inner
layer height. The turbulent stress at the inner layer height is
used in place of the total wind stress because longer waves
reduce the effective wind forcing on shorter waves.
[25] In MGHBT, the effect of swell (slower waves and
waves opposing wind) was simply ignored and the growth
rate coefﬁcient cb was set as:
cb5
32 : cos ðh2hwÞ > 0 and c=ul? < 1=0:07
0 : otherwise
(
(13)
[26] In this study (RHG), cb is modiﬁed to explicitly
account for the swell :
cb5
25 : cos ðh2hwÞ > 0 : c=ul? < 10
10115cos ½pðc=u?210Þ=15 : : 10  c=ul? < 25
25 : : 25  c=ul?
225 : cos ðh2hwÞ < 0
8>>><
>>>:
(14)
[27] The growth rate coefﬁcient cb varies depending on
the ratio of the wave phase speed to the local turbulent fric-
tion velocity (friction velocity at the inner layer height),
ul?5
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
stðz5d=kÞ=qaÞ
p
. As in DCCM, we deﬁne three
regimes. When the wind stress direction and wave direction
are within 90 of each other, we distinguish the wind forced
waves (c=ul? < 10) and the swell forcing wind (c=u
l
? > 25).
When wind opposes swell (wind stress direction and wave
direction is misaligned by more than 90), we assume strong
wave dissipation and a large form drag as in DCCM. How-
ever, since the impact of opposing wind is not well under-
stood, we will also test weaker forcing of opposing wind in
Appendix B. Finally, between the wind forced wave regime
and the swell forcing wind regime, we introduce a transition
regime (10 < c=ul? < 25) with a smoothly varying cb that
compares well to the data presented in Belcher [1999].
[28] In DCCM, the mean wind proﬁle is assumed to be
logarithmic, that is, the feedback of the waves appears only
in the modiﬁed effective roughness length. In RHG, the
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wind proﬁle is explicitly calculated using the energy con-
servation constraint in the wave boundary layer following
MGHBT. From the top of the viscous sublayer to the inner
layer height of the shortest waves, the wind shear is
expressed as:
du
@z
5
qa
jz
sm
qa


3=2
sm
sm  stot for zm < z < d=kl (15)
[29] Between the inner layer height of the shortest waves
and that of the longest waves the wind shear is expressed as:
du
@z
5
d
z2
~Fw k5
d
z
 
1
qa
jz
stðzÞ
qa


3=2
" #
3
stðzÞ
stðzÞ  stot for d=kl  z
(16)
where ~Fwðk5d=zÞ is the energy uptake by surface waves:
~Fwðk5d=zÞ5qw
ðp
2p
bgðk; hÞgWðk; hÞkdh (17)
[30] Finally, above the inner layer height of the longest
waves the wave effect is negligible and the wind shear is
aligned in the direction of the wind stress:
du
dz
5
u?
jz
stot
jstotj (18)
[31] Although the inner layer height parameter d is esti-
mated to be around 0.05–0.1 [Hara and Belcher, 2004], its
exact value is not known. In MGHBT, this parameter d was
effectively treated as a tuning parameter and its value was
determined to match the resulting drag coefﬁcient at low to
medium wind speeds with existing empirical parameteriza-
tions. In this study, we also determine d in the same empiri-
cal manner and set d50:03. Note that there are some
uncertainties in the value of the growth parameter cb as
well. If the value of cb is changed from those in (14), the
value of d needs to be modiﬁed to obtain similar drag coef-
ﬁcient values.
[32] Let us summarize the major differences between
DCCM and RHG. One major difference that has already
been mentioned is the calculation of the growth rate.
DCCM parameterizes the growth rate from the wind speed,
and RHG parameterizes the growth rate from the wind
stress. Another more subtle difference is the directional
dependence of the growth rate. The method of DCCM takes
the projection of the wind in the direction of the waves and
uses the difference between the two values to calculate the
growth rate. This means waves propagating perpendicular
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Figure 3. Wind used in the experiment and resulting wave ﬁeld. (a and b) The upper plots are for a 5
m/s translating tropical cyclone while (c and d) the lower plots are for a 10 m/s translating tropical
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(690

) to the wind will have an impact on the wind stress
calculation because the phase speed of the waves is not 0.
This is quite different from the method of RHG where the
cosine squared of the angle between waves and wind stress
is used to determine the growth rate. This value is 0 for
waves propagating perpendicular to the wind. The impact
of fast propagating swell misaligned at 90 to the wind is
very different between the two models. Note that the value
of A1 in the DCCM model varies from 0.01 to 0.1 as the
angle difference between wind and waves exceed 90.
Therefore, swell misaligned with wind by slightly more
than 90 has a large impact on the wind stress calculation;
such waves are particularly effective in increasing the mis-
alignment between the wind stress direction and the wind
speed direction as demonstrated later.
[33] The breaking wave impacts on the form drag are not
explicitly calculated in either of the theories. In RHG, it is
assumed that the breaking form drag of peak waves is not of
the leading order [after Kukulka and Hara, 2008a]. The
breaking effect is implicitly included in the high-frequency
tail because the saturation spectrum value (B) is likely lim-
ited by wave breaking process. Furthermore, if the form drag
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Figure 4. Drag coefﬁcients (3 1000) for fetch-dependent simulations using three tail levels. Eleven
simulations were conducted from wind speed 5–50 m/s. (a, c, and e) The left column is calculated using
the RHG method, while (b, d, and f) the right column is calculated using the DCCM method. The satura-
tion level is B5 0.002 (Figures 4a and 4b), B5 0.006 (Figures 4c and 4d), and B5 0.012 (Figures 4e
and 4f).
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of the high-frequency tail is enhanced due to breaking, their
effect can be accounted for by slightly raising the B value
without modifying the approach. In DCCM, the growth rate
coefﬁcients have been determined to match observations in
the North Sea and under hurricane conditions. Therefore,
their coefﬁcients should represent the mean impact of both
breaking and nonbreaking waves.
[34] The calculation of the wind proﬁle between the two
methods is another major difference. The method of
DCCM does not explicitly consider energy conservation in
the wave boundary layer, and assumes the wind proﬁle to
follow a logarithmic law of the wall proﬁle. There is a feed-
back on the surface roughness due to the form drag, but the
directions of the wind is ﬁxed (in z), that is, the direction of
the wind shear is ﬁxed and it can be misaligned with the
wind stress direction (which is also constant in z) at all
heights. This has a signiﬁcant effect on the stress calcula-
tion, particularly when wind and waves are misaligned.
The method of RHG considers energy conservation inside
the wave boundary layer. It also assumes that the wind
shear and the turbulent stress are aligned at all heights.
Therefore, the wind speed vector can turn (change direc-
tions) with height inside the wave boundary layer. Since
the wind shear and the wind stress are aligned above the
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Figure 5. Drag coefﬁcients (3 1000) for a 5 m/s translating tropical cyclone. (a, c, and e) The left col-
umn is calculated using the RHG method, while (b, d, and f) the right column is calculated using the
DCCM method. The saturation level is B5 0.002 (Figures 5a and 5b), B5 0.006 (Figures 5c and 5d),
and B5 0.012 (Figures 5e and 5f). The thick black line represents the track of the tropical cyclone
through the domain and the thin gray contours represent 15, 30, and 45 m/s wind speeds.
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wave boundary layer, misalignment between the wind
direction and the wind stress direction (if it exists at the top
of the wave boundary layer) decreases with height. As
shown later, this explicit calculation of the wind proﬁle
leads to misalignment angles at 10 m that are about half as
large as those at the top of the wave boundary layer.
2.3. Experimental Design
[35] We conduct two numerical experiments. The ﬁrst
experiment is a fetch-dependent simulation under a station-
ary and uniform wind over a large computational domain.
The second experiment is an idealized tropical cyclone that
is translated across a computational domain at a ﬁxed speed.
2.3.1. Experiment A: Fetch-Dependent Simulation
[36] The domain is 3000 km in the direction of the wind
and 1800 km in the direction normal to the wind. The depth is
uniformly 4 km at all locations to maintain deep-water condi-
tions. The wave simulation is run for 72 h so that the wave
ﬁeld reaches a steady state. The wind stress is calculated
along the central transect in the wind direction where the fetch
increases with distance. The experiment is conducted for
wind speeds ranging from 5 to 50 m/s in increments of 5 m/s.
We present data up to 400 km fetch, since the effective fetch
under strong wind usually does not exceed a few hundred
kilometers in typical tropical cyclone conditions.
2.3.2. Experiment B: Idealized Tropical Cyclone
Simulation
[37] The second experiment is an idealized tropical
cyclone simulation where an axisymmetric tropical cyclone
with the Holland [1980] wind proﬁle is translated across the
same deep-water domain described in Experiment A. The
storm is prescribed with a radius of maximum wind of 70
km and a maximum wind speed of 45 m/s. It translates
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Figure 6. The same as Figure 5, but for a 10 m/s translating tropical cyclone.
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through the domain for 72 h so that the wave ﬁeld becomes
steady state in the reference frame of the translating storm.
The wind and resulting wave ﬁeld for a 5 and a 10 m/s trans-
lating storm are shown in Figure 3. The front right of the
storm is exposed to prolonged forcing from wind that pro-
duces higher, longer, and older waves because the swell ﬁeld
propagates with the storm (resonance effect). The rear left
side of the storm generally produces lower, shorter, and
younger waves where the swell, wind, and translating storm
vectors can be signiﬁcantly misaligned. Swell generated
some time earlier in the front right quadrant of the storm
propagates into the left half of the storm at later times and
creates conditions of large misalignment between the swell
ﬁeld and the wind direction. The point where the swell inter-
sects the moving storm varies depending on the translation
speed of the storm. All these features have been documented
in the previous observational studies [see Young, 2003].
3. Results
3.1. Experiment A (Fetch Dependent)
[38] The drag coefﬁcients calculated in the fetch-
dependent experiment are presented in Figure 4. The results
using RHG are shown in the left column and those using
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Figure 7. Drag coefﬁcient (3 1000) versus wind speed for a 5 m/s translating tropical cyclone. (a, c,
and e) The left column is calculated using the RHG method, while (b, d, and f) the right column is calcu-
lated using the DCCM method. The saturation level is B5 0.002 (Figures 7a and 7b), B5 0.006 (Figures
7c and 7d), and B5 0.012 (Figures 7e and 7f).
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DCCM in the right column. The overall results show that the
drag coefﬁcient is very sensitive to the choice of the satura-
tion level in the tail and that it is not as sensitive to the dif-
ferent approaches of the drag coefﬁcient calculation (i.e.,
between RHG and DCCM). As discussed earlier, if the satu-
ration level B is ﬁxed, neither approach reproduces the
COARE 3.5 trend from 5 to 25 m/s. At low (5 m/s) winds,
the lowest tail level (B5231023) yields the most consistent
drag coefﬁcient, but at high (25 m/s) winds the highest tail
level (B51231023) yields the values closest to the COARE
3.5 drag coefﬁcient. It is interesting to note that the middle
level (B5631023) seems to yield the drag coefﬁcient trend
that is consistent with Large and Pond [1981] parameteriza-
tion from 5 to 18 m/s. In all cases the drag coefﬁcient contin-
ues to increase with the wind speed if the tail level is kept
unchanged. This suggests that the drag coefﬁcient can satu-
rate (cease to increase) or decrease with increasing wind if
the tail level decreases with increasing wind. One noticeable
difference between RHG and DCCM is that the DCCM drag
coefﬁcient is smaller for the highest wind speeds with the
highest tail level. This is an indication that RHG drag coefﬁ-
cient is more sensitive to the tail level.
[39] Let us next focus on the sea state dependence of the
drag coefﬁcient. The sea state dependence of the drag coef-
ﬁcient is displayed by color coding the data in terms of the
input wave age (cpi=u?, where cpi is the phase speed at the
wind-sea peak frequency). At a ﬁxed wind speed the drag
coefﬁcient varies as the fetch increases from 50 to 400 km.
The most signiﬁcant dependence is observed with DCCM
at the highest wind speed and the lowest saturation value
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Figure 8. The same as Figure 7, but for a 10 m/s translating tropical cyclone.
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(B5231023), where the drag coefﬁcient decreases by
about 50% as the sea develops. As the tail level increases,
the DCCM results show less wave age dependence. With
RHG the sea state dependence is not as large with the low-
est saturation level (B5231023). Interestingly, as the tail
level increases, the sea state dependence (input wave age)
reverses; the older seas yield larger drag coefﬁcients with
the highest saturation level (B51231023). This reversal
happens because the older waves have lower peak input
frequencies. As explained earlier, the wave spectrum transi-
tions from the explicit model result to the parameterized
tail between 1.25 3 and 3 3 the peak input frequency.
Therefore, older waves adjust to the tail level at a lower fre-
quency. This means that the drag coefﬁcient of older waves
is more dependent on the tail level and less dependent on
the spectral peak. Thus, with a high tail level (at the same
wind speed) the older waves yield higher drag coefﬁcient
values. Conversely, when attaching a low tail level, the
older waves yield lower drag coefﬁcient values.
3.2. Experiment B (Idealized Tropical Cyclone)
[40] The tropical cyclone experiments contain wave
ﬁelds where the swell and wind vector are no longer
aligned leading to more complex solutions. The calculated
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Figure 9. Misalignment angles (10 m wind direction2 surface stress direction) for a 5 m/s translating
tropical cyclone. (a, c, and e) The left column is calculated using the RHG method, while (b, d, and f)
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angle between the wind vector and the wind stress vector is
an important result from these simulations. In general, the
largest waves are seen on the right front side of the tropical
cyclone where the storm translation speed, wind vector,
and wave direction are all in the same direction. The
youngest seas are found in the rear and left of the storm
where the wind and translation direction are against each
other, and the dominant wave direction can be highly mis-
aligned. Note that even if the 10 m wind vector and the
wind stress vector are misaligned, we have calculated the
drag coefﬁcient as a ratio of the friction velocity squared
and the 10 m wind speed squared.
[41] As in Experiment A, the drag coefﬁcient value is
overall very sensitive to the tail level attached and is not
as sensitive to the approaches of the stress calculation
(Figures 5–8). The sea state dependence of the drag coefﬁ-
cient for a 5 m/s translating tropical cyclone is comparable
to that for growing seas in Experiment A, but it is signiﬁ-
cantly enhanced when the translation speed increases from
5 m/s (Figures 5 and 7) to 10 m/s (Figures 6 and 8). The
largest increase in sea state dependence occurs with the
lowest tail level. Speciﬁcally, as the translation speed
increases from 5 to 10 m/s, the range of drag coefﬁcient at
wind speed 40 m/s increases from roughly 1:321:631023
to 1:12231023 in RHG, and from 1:421:931023 to 1:22
2:331023 in DCCM. This is mainly because waves that
propagate against the wind (counter swell) on the rear left
of the storm center have a notable impact inside the radius
of maximum wind. The presence of such a region is
strongly dependent on the translation of the storm and the
propagation of the swell. The counter-swell effect is not as
strong with the 5 m/s translating storm because the swell
ﬁeld does not intersect the storm track at the same location.
This sensitivity of the swell ﬁeld to the translation speed is
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Figure 10. The same as Figure 9, but for a 10 m/s translating tropical cyclone.
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consistent with the modeling results of Moon et al. [2003].
The effect of the counter swell is more pronounced in the
results of DCCM than those of RHG. Consequently, the
location of the maximum drag coefﬁcient moves further to
the rear right in the DCCM results (Figures 5 and 6).
[42] We next examine the misalignment angle between
the 10 m wind speed vector and the wind stress vector
(Figures 9–12). There are signiﬁcant differences between
the RHG results and the DCCM results. The misalignment
angle is generally small (up to a few degrees) in the RHG
results, but it is signiﬁcantly larger (exceeding 5 very
close to the storm center as well as very far from the storm
center) in the DCCM results. The misalignment is more
enhanced when the wind speed is lower (right plots of Fig-
ures 11 and 12). The misalignment is also enhanced to the
left of the storm (Figures 9 and 10, right) likely because
misaligned swell is present there.
[43] The signiﬁcant difference of the wind stress mis-
alignment angle predictions between RHG and DCCM is
caused by two major differences in the two methods. The
ﬁrst difference is in the estimations of the mean wind pro-
ﬁle. As discussed earlier, DCCM assumes that the wind
direction does not change with height. Therefore, the mis-
alignment angle between the wind and wind stress is also
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Figure 11. Misalignment angle (10 m wind direction2 surface stress direction) versus wind speed for a
5 m/s translating tropical cyclone. (a, c, and e) The left column is calculated using the RHG method, while
(b, d, and f) the right column is calculated using the DCCM method. The saturation level is B5 0.002
(Figures 11a and 11b), B5 0.006 (Figures 11c and 11d), and B5 0.012 (Figures 11e and 11f).
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independent of height (at least up to 10 m height). How-
ever, RHG imposes that the wind shear is in the same direc-
tion as the turbulent stress at all heights. Consequently,
above the top of the wave boundary layer (outside the
direct wave effects) the wind shear is aligned with the wind
stress, that is, the misalignment angle decreases with
height. In fact, we have found that the misalignment angle
is typically about half at 10 m height compared to that at
the top of the wave boundary layer (which is typically 1.5
m).
[44] The second and more signiﬁcant difference between
RHG and DCCM is the directionality of the growth rate
and the impacts of cross-wind swell. Because the growth
rate of RHG has a cosine squared dependence on the angle
between the wind stress and the waves, cross-wind swell
has essentially no impact. DCCM calculates the growth
rate based on the difference between the wind speed pro-
jected in the wave direction and the wave phase speed
(from equation (3)). If the wind and waves are misaligned
by around 90 the growth rate approaches
bgðk; hÞ ! A1r
2ðc2Þ
c2
qa
qw
(19)
instead of 0. In particular, if the misalignment is slightly
larger than 90, the coefﬁcient A1 is as large as that for the
strongly forced wind seas (see equation (4)). Since the
form drag of the cross-wind swell applies in the direction
of the swell (perpendicular to the wind direction), these
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Figure 12. The same as Figure 11, but for a 10 m/s translating tropical cyclone.
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waves are very effective in turning the wind stress direc-
tion. (Note that swell that propagates against the wind may
increase the wind stress and the drag coefﬁcient but it does
not turn the wind stress direction.)
[45] There are a few previous studies addressing the mis-
alignment between the 10 m wind vector and the wind
stress vector [Geernaert, 1988; Drennan et al., 1999; Gra-
chev et al., 2003; Zhang et al., 2009]. While most of these
studies only demonstrated statistically signiﬁcant misalign-
ment at low wind speeds (<5 m/s) [Geernaert, 1988;
Drennan et al., 1999; Grachev et al., 2003], recent obser-
vations by Zhang et al. [2009] suggest that certain condi-
tions (such as the presence of strong horizontal current
shears that can turn waves near the peak) can result in stress
angles misaligned by more than 20 from the wind direc-
tion for wind speeds up to 15 m/s. These results have not
been observed over a wide range of wave conditions, so
their implications for hurricane conditions are not clear.
Therefore, it is difﬁcult to validate our model results
against existing observations. Nevertheless, this study clari-
ﬁes how different assumptions in the drag coefﬁcient calcu-
lations yield very different results of the wind stress
misalignment.
[46] Several studies have attempted to observe the drag
coefﬁcient under tropical cyclones [Powell et al., 2003;
Black et al., 2007; French et al., 2007; Jarosz et al., 2007;
Holthuijsen et al., 2012]. Holthuijsen et al. [2012] reports
drag coefﬁcients for 20 m/s winds that are about 131023,
which is much lower than the COARE 3.5 algorithm
[Edson et al., 2013] (2:431023) and Large and Pond
[1981] (1:7931023). Results from the other studies [Powell
et al., 2003; Black et al., 2007; French et al., 2007; Jarosz
et al., 2007] show mean values at 20 m/s more comparable
to the values of Large and Pond [1981] but are still lower
than the COARE 3.5 algorithm. At higher wind speeds the
observational studies generally agree that the drag coefﬁ-
cient saturates or is reduced, but the wind speed at which
this saturation/reduction occurs is variable (30–50 m/s). As
mentioned previously our model results do not show satura-
tion/reduction of the drag coefﬁcient in either method
unless the tail level is reduced with increasing wind speed.
[47] A couple of studies [Black et al., 2007; Holthuijsen
et al., 2012] have explored the dependence of the drag
coefﬁcient based on the location relative to the storm trans-
lation. Black et al. [2007] presented observations from
three of the four tropical cyclone quadrants and saw no sys-
tematic dependence of the drag coefﬁcient. Holthuijsen
et al. [2012], however, found a strong dependence of the
drag coefﬁcient on the location relative to the storm track.
They classiﬁed their observations into three regions (left-
front third, right-front third, and rear third, relative to the
storm center). The results suggest that at wind speed about
20 m/s the drag coefﬁcient varies from 0:731023 in the
left-front third to 1:331023 in the rear third. Their results
at wind speed about 35 m/s show the drag coefﬁcient varies
from about 1:831023 in the right-front third to 5:231023
in the left-front third, a difference of almost 300%. In our
model calculations, if the tail level is ﬁxed or is a function
of wind speed only, the variability of the drag coefﬁcient at
a ﬁxed wind speed is at most 50–100%. Even if B is
allowed to be sea state dependent, it is not likely that the
model results yield such large systematic variations of the
drag coefﬁcient as seen by Holthuijsen et al. [2012]. They
have attributed the large variability to the presence of
cross-wind swells and counter swells. Although our model
results show some sensitivity of the drag coefﬁcient to
cross-wind and counter swells, the impact of swell is never
as large as the study of Holthuijsen et al. [2012] suggests.
Furthermore, for wind speeds up to 25 m/s the model
results predict that cross-wind swell and counter swell tend
to increase the drag coefﬁcient, which is opposite to the
trend reported by Holthuijsen et al. [2012]. The increase in
the drag coefﬁcient due to cross swell for wind speeds
25–45 m/s in our model results is much less than the
increase reported by Holthuijsen et al. [2012].
4. Conclusion
[48] The sea state dependence of the air-sea momentum
ﬂux and the drag coefﬁcient was studied with simple fetch-
dependent wave ﬁelds under uniform wind and with com-
plex wave ﬁelds under hurricane wind conditions. Two
very different approaches (RHG and DCCM) were used to
calculate the wind stress and the mean wind proﬁle. Using
existing observations as guidance, a range of spectral satu-
ration levels at high frequencies (spectral tail) were tested
in the wind stress calculations.
[49] The most important ﬁnding of this study is that the
drag coefﬁcient is very sensitive to the spectral saturation
level but is not as sensitive to the wind stress calculation
approaches. If the saturation level is taken to be a function
of wind speed, wave age, or both, then the drag coefﬁcient
can be constructed to match any observations or empirical
parameterizations. This result supports the conclusion of
Makin et al. [1995] and others that the waves between
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the three different methods with the empirical spectrum of
Elfouhaily et al. [1997]. The red symbols are values calcu-
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centimeters to meters scale have signiﬁcant contributions
to the air-sea momentum ﬂux. If the spectral saturation
level is assumed to remain constant at higher wind speeds,
the drag coefﬁcient continues to increase with increasing
wind. Saturation or reduction of the drag coefﬁcient at very
high wind speeds occurs only if the saturation level
decreases with increasing wind speed within the framework
of our model study. It is possible that presence of sea
sprays and sea foam, which is not considered in this study,
may contribute to reducing the drag coefﬁcient at very high
wind speeds. Airﬂow separation, as discussed in Donelan
et al. [2006] may also play a role in the reduction/modiﬁca-
tion of the drag.
[50] Although both RHG and DCCM methods yield sim-
ilar drag coefﬁcient values, the results of the misalignment
angle between the 10 m wind speed vector and the wind
stress vector in the tropical cyclone experiments are very
different between the two methods. While the wind stress-
based growth rate parameterization of RHG prevents cross-
wind swell (waves that are propagating perpendicular to
the wind) from having a large impact on the wind stress,
the wind speed-based growth rate parameterization of
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Figure B1. Drag coefﬁcients (3 1000) for a (a, c, and e) 5 m/s and (b, d, and f) 10 m/s translating trop-
ical cyclone with saturation level B5 0.006. The RHG drag coefﬁcient with the growth rate of the coun-
ter swell equal to 40% of the growth rate for wind sea (Figures B1a and B1b), the RHG drag coefﬁcient
with the growth rate of the counter swell equal to that of the wind sea (Figures B1c and B1d), and
DCCM drag coefﬁcient (Figures B1e and B1f). The thick black line represents tropical cyclone’s track
through the domain and the thin gray contours represent 15, 30, and 45 m/s wind speeds.
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DCCM introduces a signiﬁcant contribution from cross-
wind swell to the wind stress and increases the misalign-
ment of the wind stress vector and wind speed vector. (The
stress supported by cross swell does not signiﬁcantly alter
the wind stress magnitude, but modiﬁes the wind stress
direction.) The 10 m/s translation speed tropical cyclone
consistently gives more misalignment than the 5 m/s trans-
lating tropical cyclone.
[51] The sea state dependence of the drag coefﬁcient is
sensitive to the tail level. In particular, with the RHG
method the dependence of the drag coefﬁcient on the wave
age reverses as the tail level increase from the lowest level
to the highest level studied. The results also show that the
fetch-dependent seas and the 5 m/s translating tropical
cyclone give comparable sea state dependence, while the
10 m/s translating tropical cyclone yields a much larger sea
state dependence. The sea state dependence is enhanced to
the left of the storm track, particularly because of the pres-
ence of swell that is uncorrelated with the local wind. With
the lowest tail level tested (B5231023) both RHG and
DCCM show that the drag coefﬁcient can vary by as much
as 100% at wind speed 40 m/s for a 10 m/s translation
speed tropical cyclone. More typically, our results show
variability of the drag coefﬁcient less than 50% at a given
wind speed for a ﬁxed tail level.
[52] Our modeling results (both RHG and DCCM) are
generally not consistent with the observational study of
Holthuijsen et al. [2012]. The magnitude of the sea state
dependence of our models is signiﬁcantly smaller than that
reported by Holthuijsen et al. [2012]. Furthermore, for
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Figure B2. The same as Figure B1, but for drag coefﬁcient (3 1000) versus wind speed.
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wind speeds up to 25 m/s, the model results predict that
cross-wind swell and counter swell tend to increase the
drag coefﬁcient, which is opposite to the trend reported by
Holthuijsen et al. [2012]. The increase in the drag coefﬁ-
cient due to cross swell for wind speeds 25–45 m/s in the
model results is much less than the increase reported by
Holthuijsen et al. [2012].
[53] The impact of sea state-dependent air-sea momen-
tum ﬂux and the drag coefﬁcient (including the misalign-
ment between wind and wind stress) will likely have an
impact on the upper ocean mixing and resulting sea sur-
face cooling, which will in turn have an impact on the
strength of the storm. These impacts can be evaluated
more thoroughly with the help of fully coupled
atmosphere-wave-ocean models. Because the wind stress
also serves as a bottom boundary condition in the atmos-
pheric model, it will likely impact the tropical cyclone
dynamics as well.
Appendix A: Wind Stress Calculations With
Empirical Wave Spectra and Comparison With
Results ofMueller and Veron [2009]
[54] It is of interest to apply the well-known empirical
wave spectra of Elfouhaily et al. [1997] in the two RHG
and DCCM approaches to estimate the wave age-
dependent drag coefﬁcient. In particular, this allows us to
compare another stress calculation approach of Mueller
and Veron [2009], who included an explicit breaking-wave
stress impact and applied the method to the Elfouhaily
et al. [1997] spectra. In Mueller and Veron [2009], the
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stress is given as the sum of the viscous component, the
form drag component, and a breaking-wave separation
stress component.
sðz50Þ5sm1sw1ss (A1)
[55] The growth rate of nonbreaking waves is calculated
similarly to RGH. To calculate an explicit breaking-wave
stress term, they must infer a breaking-wave distribution.
They parameterize their breaking-wave distribution in
terms of the saturation spectrum and the growth rate. Ulti-
mately this leads to a calculation of the breaking-wave
stress that is similar to the nonbreaking stress calculation.
There is also no feedback mechanism considered for the
breaking or nonbreaking waveform drag on the mean wind
proﬁle.
[56] The results of RHG, DCCM, and the Mueller and
Veron [2009] methods are shown in Figure A1. The three
methods yield a similar trend in the drag coefﬁcient with
wind speed. One notable difference between the results
with the WW3 wave spectrum and those with the empirical
wave spectrum is that the latter tends to saturate (or
increase more slowly) at higher wind speeds. This is mainly
because the empirical saturation spectrum of Elfouhaily
et al. [1997] decreases with wind speed beyond the spectral
peak and outside the gravity-capillary range. This is con-
sistent with our earlier statement that saturation or reduc-
tion of the drag coefﬁcient at high wind speeds can be
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Figure B4. The same as Figure B1, but for misalignment angle (10 m wind direction2 surface stress
direction) versus wind speed.
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realized if the tail level is systematically reduced as wind
speed increases.
[57] The method of DCCM yields the lowest drag coefﬁ-
cients at higher wind speeds. This is attributed to the
DCCM method being less sensitive to the shortest (highest
frequency) waves where the Elfouhaily et al. [1997] spec-
trum can become quite high (see Figure 1). The methods of
RHG and Mueller and Veron [2009] yield quite similar
results at all wind speeds. These results with the empirical
tail are generally consistent with our earlier results using
WW3 and the parameterized tail, at least in simple fetch-
dependent conditions.
Appendix B: Effect of Counter Swell on the Drag
Coefficient
[58] Although we have assumed that the counter-swell
effect is large in RHG, being consistent with DCCM, the
effect of the counter swell is not well understood. In fact, a
different growth rate parameterization with a small contri-
bution from the counter swell has been suggested (S. Zieger
and A. Babanin, personal communication, 2013). Here, we
examine the impact of the counter-swell growth rate on the
drag coefﬁcient using the RHG approach, by setting the
counter-swell forcing cb5210 instead of 225. The tail
level is ﬁxed at the middle level (B5631023).
[59] The results are shown in Figures B1–B4. Although
the 5 m/s translation results (left) show no signiﬁcant
changes (upper and middle images), the 10 m/s translation
results (right) show a more noticeable difference on the left
of the storm track. The RHG results with a smaller counter-
swell coefﬁcient do not contain the large drag coefﬁcient
on the inner left-rear of the tropical cyclone seen in the
original RHG (middle) and the DCCM (bottom). Figures
B1 and B2 also shows that with a large (10 m/s) translation
speed the counter swell may signiﬁcantly increase the sea
state dependence of the drag coefﬁcient. However, Figures
B3 and B4 show that the misalignment angle between the
wind speed vector and the wind stress vector is hardly
affected by the counter swell in RHG. This is expected
since cross-wind swell has little impact on the drag coefﬁ-
cient in RHG as discussed earlier.
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